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In this DEL In Brief, we look
at trends in donations to
international development
organisations since 2013,
the reasons people give
for why they donate, and
reasons for why they do
not

First, donations are one of the

importantly, what reasons do they

most common ways in which

give for why they don’t donate?

people get involved with efforts
to reduce global poverty, so fewer

Drawing on new data from the

donors could mean that overall

Development Engagement Lab

engagement with global poverty is
at stake. Second, a fall in donations
could signal a decline in trust in
development organisations. Indeed,
as we have shown elsewhere, the fall

Since 2013, the Aid Attitudes Tracker,
now Development Engagement
Lab, has been tracking donations
to international development
NGOs and charities. Roughly
every six months we have asked
8,000 respondents in Great Britain
whether they have donated to an
international development/charity
in the past 12 months. The findings
from these surveys, shown in Figure
1, indicate that the percentage who

in donations in Great Britain mirrors
a decline in the levels of trust in
charitable organisations overall,
and not limited to development
organisations. However, while trust
has fluctuated, donations have
continued to fall across different
socioeconomic groups.
So, what’s driving this? We know
trust in charitable organisations,
concern for poverty in poor

KEY INSIGHTS
¢¢ The percentage of donors
has fallen from 36% in 2013
to 19% in 2019
¢¢ The most frequently
given reason for making
a donation is belief in the
cause that the charity
represents and the work
they do (52%)
¢¢ 38% of non-donors worry

countries, and feeling able to make

that too much money goes

from 36% in 2013 to 19% in 2019.

a difference drive a person’s decision

into administration of

to get involved with fighting global

charities rather than the

The substantial fall in donations

poverty. But what reasons do

cause

have made a donation has fallen,

raises a number of concerns.

people give when asked directly
about their decision to donate? And
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FIGURE 1. DONATIONS TRENDS IN GREAT BRITAIN

(September 2019), we asked

Of lesser importance for giving is

sensibility of ‘doing good’ is

respondents which of the following

being asked to give by a friend/

something organisations should

reasons best reflect they donated

family member (11%), receiving

not lose sight of, especially if they

in the past 12 months, and for

compelling and interesting appeals

want grow their supporters.

non-donors, which reasons best

(11%), or because of an admired or

reflect why they didn’t. In each

effective endorser (4%).

case, respondents could pick up to

We delved deeper into
understanding donors by grouping

three. Table 1 shows the percentage

Organisations have long-known

them (using factor analysis) based

of respondents who chose each

the importance of demonstrating

on their reasons for giving. We can

reason.

need and how donors’ money

think of donors as falling into one

makes a difference. These

of three categories: true believers -

The most frequently cited reason to

findings reinforce the importance

believe in the cause and care about

give is a belief in the cause and the

of the work that development

organisational reputation (44%);

work of the charity (52%), followed

organisations do in the eyes of

feel-gooders - donate because it

by having the money to give (29%),

donors: helping others is inherently

makes them feel good and because

feeling the donation can make

good and fighting global poverty

someone needed help (37%); and

a difference (28%), and knowing

is a cause Britons can get behind.

situational donors - donated

that someone needs help (22%).

Tapping into the public’s intrinsic

because asked to or because of an
endorser (19%).
There are important differences

The percentage of
donors has fallen
from 36% in 2013 to
19% in 2019

among donor groups. First, the
median amount donated for true
believers is £50, compared to
£25 for feel-gooders, and £15 for
situational donors. And second,
true believers are more likely to
donate monthly, compared to a
few times / once a year for other
groups.
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TABLE 1. REASONS FOR DONATING AND NOT DONATING
REASONS FOR DONATING
I believe in the cause that the charity
represents and the work they do

%
52

I had the money and could afford to give

29

It makes a difference

28

Someone needed help

22

It was easy to donate

15

Of the organisation’s reputation

13

It makes me feel good to donate to
charity
A friend, family member or colleague
asked me to give or to sponsor them
A compelling and interesting appeal
Someone I respect or admire endorsed
the appeal

12
11
11
4

REASONS FOR NOT DONATING
I think too much money goes into admin
of the charities rather than the cause
I can't afford to donate
do not trust international development
charities
I donate to other causes and orgs because I believe they are more worthwhile
It isn’t clear to me how my money makes
a difference
I do not feel responsible for fighting poverty in poor countries
I don't like appeals for money
I was not asked or did not have an opportunity to donate

%
38
33
27
24
18
14
13
7
5

Other
I feel the government should do this
work through taxation

4

Other

1

I have donated enough already

3

Don’t know

4

Don't know
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Knowing the reasons for giving

staying within the organisation

cited reasons for not donating

is important, as is knowing the

and not getting to the right people

include not being asked (7%),

reasons for not giving. Again,

(38%), not being able to afford

other reasons (5%), belief that the

respondents were asked to choose

to give (33%), and a lack of trust

government should address global

(up to three) reasons, among the

in development organisations

poverty through taxation (4%) and,

11, for why they have not donated

(27%). Roughly one quarter of

having already donated enough

in the past 12 months. The top

non-donors (24%) said they had

(3%).

reasons respondents gave are:

already donated to other causes

concern about too much money

they found more worthwhile. Least

Affordability is a key concern
for respondents: it is the second
most frequently cited reason for

Affordability is
a key reason
respondents
consider when
donating

why people do and don’t donate
to international development
organisations. While affordability
is outside of organisations’ control,
concerns over whether money
gets to intended recipients or
stays within organisations, and
lack of trust, are major deterrents
to donating. On the former, it is
unclear whether this is being driven
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by perceptions or knowledge, but it

30% have previously donated to a

of helping to eliminate global

does suggest there is a clear need

development NGO/charity.

poverty and the work organisations

to engage with this concern head-

do. The remaining 56% of donors

on. And what do respondents mean

A third group, just under a quarter

are situational or occasional donors.

when they say they don’t trust

of non-donors (24%), are sceptics.

Strengthening engagement among

charities? This may be driven in part

Non-donors in this group cite

this group is key to prevent further

by the recent safeguarding crisis,

three important reasons for not

decline.

but there is work to be done to learn

giving: they are worried about

what trust means for this type of

organisations’ administrative

Non-donors make up 71% of

engagement.

costs, they don’t trust international

respondents, many of whom have

development NGOs/charities, and

worries about donations being

Similar to our deep dive into groups

they don’t know how their money

used to support organisations’

of donors above, we used factor

makes a difference. Still, even among

costs of doing business and who

analysis to understand those who

sceptics, 21% have donated to global

lack trust. Among non-donors,

have not donated to an international

poverty causes at least once in the

26% have previously donated to a

development NGO/charity in the

past.

development NGO or charity, and

past 12 months. We identify groups.

importantly, only 9% of this group

First, 30% of respondents are non-

A final group (21%), said they have

used to donate but stopped because

donors mainly because they can’t

not donated in the past 12 months

they can’t afford to anymore. This

afford to donate, and if they can,

because they were not asked. They

suggests there are a significant

they usually have other charities

also raise concerns about how

number of potential (old) donors for

in mind. Of these, 28% were past

their money will make a difference,

organisations to engage.

donors to international development

a common reason across the vast

charities/NGOs. In other words,

majority of non-donors. Within this

only a small percentage of donors

group, 26% had donated previously.

has been lost due to the worsening
financial climate.

In conclusion, the percentage of
respondents saying they have

A second group, about 25% of non-

donated to an international

donors, did not donate because they

development NGO/charity has fallen

are not clear how their donation can

significantly over the past six years.

make a difference, a reason 18% of

In this In Brief, we took a closer

respondents gave for why they did

look at the reasons respondents

not donate. However, respondents

give for why they donate, and why

in this group do donate to other

they don’t. Of the 19% of the public

charities. This suggests that even

that have donated in the past 12

more can be done to show the

months, approximately 44% are

impact and change donations

strong supporters of development

bring about. Within this group,

organisations: they believe in cause
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